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Inconsistency in VQA Models



● Related works have proposed to augment the training data 
with paraphrases.

● One way to generate paraphrases is to use Back Translation 
using a pair pre-trained MT models1.  

● Back Translation involves converting converting the original 
question to a second language and translating it back to 
english using two pretrained MT models. 

en-fr

1. Marian MT: https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/marian.html

Where are the trees?

Où sont les arbres?

fr-en

Where do we see the 
trees?

Data Augmentation with Back Translation

https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/marian.html


1. Marian MT: https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/marian.html

Data Augmentation with Back Translation
Original Augmented

● Related works have proposed to augment the training data 
with paraphrases.

● One way to generate paraphrases is to use Back Translation 
using a pair pre-trained MT models1.  

● Back Translation involves converting converting the original 
question to a second language and translating it back to 
english using two pretrained MT models. 

● We augment the VQA dataset with rephrased samples. 

https://huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/marian.html


Data Augmentation with VQG

VQG Module

● Another way to generate paraphrases is by using a visual 
question generation (VQG) module.  

● Given an image-answer pair from the VQA dataset it 
attempts to generate a rephrasing of the original question.

● To ensure that the generated question is a paraphrase of 
the original it is trained using a Question Consistency loss.

Red

[Generated] 
What color is the clock? 

Question Consistency Loss

[Original]
What is the color of the clock you see? 



Data Augmentation with VQG

VQG Module

● Another way to generate paraphrases is by using a  VQG 
module.  

● Given an image-answer pair it generates a question.

● To ensure that the generated question is a paraphrase of 
the original it is trained using a Question Consistency loss.

Red

What color is the clock? 

Question Consistency Loss

Can we utilize the structure in our augmented data to learn better? 



Supervised Contrastive Loss

● SCL helps us to pull closer the joint V+L representations 
of reference and paraphrased sample closer.

● Positives: In addition to paraphrased samples, we also 
pull closer samples with same ground truth.

V+L Representation
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Supervised Contrastive Loss

● SCL helps us to pull closer the joint V+L representations 
of reference and paraphrased sample closer.

● Positives: In addition to paraphrased samples, we also 
pull closer samples with same ground truth.

● While pulling positives closer we also push negatives 
apart.

● Negatives: We categorize the negatives in three types — 
Image, Question and Random
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Pull

● VQA is a skewed dataset, and while creating batches for 
SCL the number of intra-class positives outnumber the 
paraphrased positives by a big margin for common 
answer categories (‘yes’, ‘no’, etc.).

● Scaling: To mitigate the above problem we scale the loss 
between the reference and the corresponding 
paraphrased positive sample. 

● SCL batches are curated by sampling from sets of 
positive and negative types (not random).

Scaled Supervised Contrastive Loss
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● Joint: We use a linear combination of the SCL and Cross 
Entropy losses as our objective. Drawback of this 
approach is that either Cross Entropy is forced to operate 
on batches curated for SCL or vice-versa.

● Alternate: We alternately optimize for SCL and Cross 
Entropy across different iterations. This allows using 
curated batches for SCL and random batches for Cross 
Entropy. 

Training Scheme



Contrast and Classify: Alternate Training for Robust VQA (ConCAT)
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